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Abstract. Dataset shift is a frequent cause of failure of a predictor. A model
which performs well in several contexts can give bad predictions in other con-
texts where the data are shifted compared to the training context. Earlier work
has revealed many different causes of shift systematised by Storkey [11] and
three important types of effects of shift on probability distributions systematised
by Moreno-Torres et al. [8]: covariate shift (distribution shift in attributes), prior
probability shift (shift in labels) and concept shift (shift in the relationship be-
tween attributes and labels). However, many causes lead to effects not covered
by these three types, and hence are called ‘other types of shift’ by Moreno-Torres
et al. [8]. We propose a formal notation for the effects of shift using graphical
models. We identify 12 patterns of shift (6 of them novel), which cover the ef-
fects of all 6 causes described by Storkey [11]. Furthermore, these patterns can
be combined to describe effects of multiple or more complex reasons of shift.
We see three avenues of work benefitting from our formalism. First, reviewing
shift-adaptive methods regarding their applicability range could be done in our
notation. Second, identifying patterns of shift in a practical task might aid in find-
ing an existing method to solve the task. Finally, our novel patterns and pattern
combinations suggest niches for new shift-adaptive methods.

1 Introduction

Dataset shift refers to a phenomenon in supervised learning where the change of data
source from training to testing causes a difference in the distributions of train and test
data. In the presence of dataset shift the models learned on training data often fail on
the test data. In order to cope with the shift it is crucial to identify relations in the data
which remain invariant across several contexts, including at least the training and testing
contexts.

For example, suppose a model is trained to differentiate between hypothetical sub-
types A and B of cancer from blood measurements in the context where subtype A is
more common. Suppose further that the model first calculates a score and then calls A
or B depending on whether the score is above a threshold. If now this model is to be ap-
plied without any adaptations in a different country with subtype B more common then
the accuracy of this model is probably not good. Performance can be improved once
we recognise that the causal direction is from subtype towards blood measurements and
hence the distribution of scores for a fixed subtype remains the same throughout the
contexts. Therefore, we can improve accuracy by keeping the scoring part of the model
and only adjusting the threshold. This type of dataset shift is called prior probability
shift [8, 11] and a good threshold can be learned using ROC analysis [4].



The main goal of this paper is to develop terminology and formal notation to de-
scribe the type of dataset shift using graphical models. Precise identification of the type
of dataset shift allows to find existing methods to model the shift properly.

Recently two attempts with a similar goal have been published: a chapter by Storkey
[11] in the book “Dataset Shift in Machine Learning” [10] and a journal paper by
Moreno-Torres et al. [8]. Storkey suggests the following 6 groups of reasons for dataset
shift: simple covariate shift, prior probability shift, sample selection bias, imbalanced
data, domain shift, and source component shift [11]. He illustrates these types by graph-
ical models, where he highlights the nodes which undergo a change in the conditional
probability distribution. Storkey’s grouping is not exhaustive, it just analyses most com-
mon reasons of shift.

Moreno-Torres et al. propose an exhaustive categorisation of the effects of dataset
shift on conditional and unconditional probability distributions [8]. They split dataset
shift into 4 non-overlapping types: covariate shift, prior probability shift, concept shift,
and other types of shift. The first two types are the same as Storkey’s; concept shift is
not addressed by Storkey; all other Storkey’s groups result in ‘other types of shift’. The
relationship between these two categorisations is revisited in Section 5.

Both approaches model dataset shift as a change in the joint probability distribution
of the covariates X and the labels Y . Covariate shift occurs when the distribution of X
changes from training to testing, Ptrn(X) 6= Ptst(X), whereas the conditional distribution
of Y given X remains the same, Ptrn(Y |X) = Ptst(Y |X). 1 This commonly happens if the
instances X in training and testing are drawn from different distributions, whereas the
instance labelling process X→Y is identical in both cases. Prior probability shift occurs
when the distribution of Y changes from training to testing, Ptrn(Y ) 6= Ptst(Y ), whereas
the conditional distribution of X given Y remains the same, Ptrn(X |Y ) = Ptst(X |Y ). This
commonly happens if the labels Y in training and testing are drawn from different dis-
tributions, whereas the instance generation process Y → X is identical in both cases.
These two types of dataset shift suggest a direction of causal influence X → Y (or
Y → X), which can be modelled as X generated first and then Y generated based on
the value of X (or vice versa).

This direction of influence (or conditional independence structure2) has been used
to split supervised learning problems into two types: X→Y and Y → X [3]. As a result,
any type of dataset shift with one directionality has a dual type of opposite directional-
ity, obtained by switching the roles of X and Y . In this sense, covariate shift and prior
probability shift are dual to each other.

The third type of dataset shift according to Moreno-Torres et al. is concept shift
[8]. This stands for the case where the distribution of X remains the same, Ptrn(X) =
Ptst(X), but the conditional distribution of Y given X changes, Ptrn(Y |X) 6= Ptst(Y |X).
The dual case is also called concept shift, that is Ptrn(Y ) = Ptst(Y ) and Ptrn(X |Y ) 6=
Ptst(X |Y ). There does not seem to be much that can be done with the trained model if

1 Despite the probabilistic formulation this and other terms to follow apply to non-stochastic
relationships as well, i.e. when the link between X and Y is a deterministic function. In such
case the probability distributions are degenerate, peaks with infinite densities.

2 As with graphical models in general, causality is only one possible reason for the respective
conditional independence structure.



the relationship between X and Y is different in training and testing. However, in this
work we identify several important sub-types of concept shift where the shift can be
learned and accounted for. In particular, in case of Y → X problems the domain shift as
defined by Storkey causes concept shift, see also Section 5.

The remaining cases of dataset shift are referred to as ‘other types of shift’ by
Moreno-Torres et al. [8]. These correspond to a situation where Ptrn(X) 6= Ptst(X) and
Ptrn(Y |X) 6= Ptst(Y |X), or its dual. Out of the above-mentioned six Storkey’s groups of
reasons for dataset shift [11] four fall into this category: sample selection bias, imbal-
anced data, domain shift (except for Y → X , see above), and source component shift.
The shared reason is that in each of these four groups X and Y are both manipulated in
a way which changes the marginal as well as conditional distributions.

The key to split ‘other types of shift’ into more types is to introduce more variables.
To represent sample selection bias and imbalanced data Storkey introduced a binary
variable V to stand for whether an instance (X ,Y ) is included in the dataset or goes
missing due to a rejection process. To represent domain shift he introduced a variable
X0 to stand for a latent ‘true’ value corresponding to the observed value X , which is
related to X0 through a transformation F .

The main contributions of our work are as follows. In Section 2 we extend Storkey’s
graphical notation into a more systematic and modular one. Section 3 introduces four
subtypes of concept shift presented in this notation. Section 4 shows how previously
known types of sample selection bias can be represented in our formalism. In Section 5
we propose a list of patterns of dataset shift, which can be combined to represent more
complex types. We also show which patterns of shift are caused by Storkey’s groups of
reasons. Finally, Section 6 concludes and discusses future work.

2 Graphical notation

The definition of dataset shift implies that the joint distribution of X and Y changes
across contexts, including at least the training and testing contexts. Let us introduce
a variable C to stand for the context, in the simplest case with two possible values
C = trn and C = tst. The invariance of the distribution of X across contexts, earlier
stated as Ptrn(X) = Ptst(X), can now be stated as P(X |C = trn) = P(X |C = tst) which
is the definition of independence of random3 variables X and C, denoted as X ⊥ C.
Conversely, the statement Ptrn(X) 6= Ptst(X) could be stated as dependence of random
variables X and C, denoted as X 6⊥C. The statement Ptrn(Y |X) =Ptst(Y |X) can similarly
be stated as conditional independence of Y and C given X , denoted as Y ⊥C|X .

As a result, covariate shift can be represented by the conjunction of X 6⊥C and Y ⊥
C|X . A natural way to represent a set of conditional and unconditional independencies
is to use graphical models. We choose directed graphical models, that is Bayesian net-
works. Covariate shift can be represented by the directed graphical model C→ X → Y .

To be precise, this graphical model indeed encodes the independence Y ⊥C|X , but
not literally the dependence X 6⊥ C. This is because graphical models do not encode
dependencies, but only independencies. Rather, the arrow from C to X should be in-
terpreted as the possibility of both X 6⊥ C and X ⊥ C. However, this fits our purpose,

3 Treating C as a random variable does not necessarily mean that the context is random.
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Fig. 1. All types of dataset shift as defined by Moreno-Torres et al. in [8] represented as directed
graphical models, where C stands for context, X for covariates and Y for labels. The arrow con-
necting X and Y for ‘other types of shift’ is marked bidirectional because either direction would
lead to the same independence structure.

because any method designed to work with a certain kind of shift should not fail in the
particular case where the shift is actually 0 (no shift).

Now we can represent all the types of dataset shift as defined by Moreno-Torres et
al. in [8] by graphical models, shown in Figure 1. Note that the arrow connecting X and
Y for ‘other types of shift’ is marked bidirectional because either direction would lead
to the same independence structure. This happens whenever two connected variables
have identical sets of parents (not considering each other as parents), as follows from
Theorem 3.9 on page 78 of the textbook by Koller and Friedman [5]. Also note that
we have deliberately chosen the directions of arrows to be outgoing from C rather than
incoming. This is justified by the intuition that the change of context is what causes
changes in the distributions of X and Y . Mathematically, the independence structure of
covariate shift could equivalently be represented by the graphical model Y → X →C.

The list of graphical models in Figure 1 is exhaustive under the following three
assumptions:

– Presence of dataset shift, i.e. (X ,Y ) 6⊥C;
– Dependence between X and Y in each context, i.e. X 6⊥ Y |C;
– C has no incoming arrows.

The first assumption implies that C has to be connected to at least one of X and Y , the
second assumption implies that X and Y must be connected, and the third assumption
rules out many equivalent ways of representing the same independence structure.

3 Subtypes of concept shift

Covariate shift and prior probability shift are simpler by nature than the remaining
types. The reason is that the relationship between X and Y remains invariant across
contexts. This can be recognised from the graphical models in Figure 1 by the missing
arrow from C to the target of arrow between X and Y . Conversely, two arrows incoming
to the same variable X or Y indicates a changing relationship between X and Y across
contexts.

The invariant relationship between X and Y is the key in developing methods for
covariate shift and prior probability shift. For example, in case of prior probability shift
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Fig. 2. Four types of concept shift represented as directed graphical models, where XH and YH

stand for hidden variants of X and Y , respectively.

in binary classification a scoring classifier with its ROC curve models the invariant
relationship Y → X . Depending on the class distribution in testing (distribution of Y
given C = tst), a suitable threshold for the scoring classifier can be obtained using
ROC analysis [4]. Or in case of covariate shift a trained classifier can be used in testing
context unaltered, as the relationship X → Y remains invariant. However, as it is tested
on a shifted region of the instance space (distribution of X given C = tst), the instances
of that region could have higher weights in training, to ensure a good decision boundary
for that region. This is a common approach in transfer learning [9].

Let us now consider concept shift of type X→Y , represented by the graphical model
in Figure 1c. It is obvious that without further information there is nothing we can do
to deal with this type of concept shift. Basically this graphical model is saying: which
label Y is most appropriate for a given instance X depends on the context C. In other
words, the model learned in the training context does not work in the testing context.
Therefore, it is necessary to identify tractable subtypes of concept shift.

Example 1 (Prior probability observation shift). Consider for example a classification
problem without any dataset shift between training and testing. Suppose we add noise
to the labels in the training data, for instance by assigning a random class to every third
training instance. This task now becomes an example of concept shift of type X → Y .
Indeed, the distribution of X remains the same regardless of the context, whereas the
conditional distribution of Y given X depends on the context C (with noise in training
and without noise in testing). Let us denote the hidden true label by YH. Now we can
represent the independence structure with the following graphical model shown in Fig-
ure 2a. We call this prior probability observation shift as there is no shift in the hidden
true distribution YH, there is only observation shift causing us to see different prior
probabilities. A method to deal with this shift and more examples are given in [6].

Example 2 (Covariate hidden shift). Let us say that we have built a model to predict
whether a robotic machinery succeeds (Y = 1) or fails (Y = 0) on a task X . Suppose one
of the important sensors of the robot is biased in training but gets repaired for testing
(or is fine in training but gets biased in testing). This results in concept shift as shown
in Figure 1c because the success or failure Y does not only depend on the task X only,
but also on the bias context C. However, if we denote by XH the task together with the
actual hidden reading of the sensor, then the success or failure becomes independent of



the context C given XH. The resulting graphical model is presented in Figure 2b. We
refer to this as covariate hidden shift because there is no shift in observed covariate
values of X , only in the hidden covariate values XH.

Example 3 (Covariate observation shift). Let us consider a model to recognise which
of a predefined set of objects Y is on a photo X taken by a fixed camera. Suppose now
a new context C = tst where the color adjustment settings of the camera are changed
and more photos are taken. This results in concept shift as shown in Figure 1d because
the objects Y remain the same whereas the photos X get shifted through contexts C.
However, denoting the context-invariant hidden raw camera input by XH we see that this
shift can be represented as shown in Figure 2c. We refer to this as covariate observation
shift because there is no shift in the hidden true distribution XH, there is only observation
shift causing us to see different values of covariates.

Example 4 (Prior probability hidden shift). Consider a task of recognising from blood
sample X whether a person is currently infected (Y = 1) with a particular virus or not
(Y = 0). Suppose that in the training population an unknown subset of people have had
a contact with the same virus earlier, resulting in no changes in blood sample during
new encounter. If the proportion of infected people at the current moment is the same
across contexts whereas the proportion of people with earlier infection is different, then
this results in concept shift as shown in Figure 1d. Let us denote by YH the random
variable which is equal to 1 if the person is currently infected for the first time and
0 otherwise. Then the distribution of X given YH is independent of C and the overall
situation is represented in Figure 2d. We refer to this as prior probability hidden shift
because the observed prior probabilities do not shift, only the hidden do.

4 Training sample selection bias

Sometimes the sample of instances that we observe in training is biased compared to
testing. For instance, this could be due to the bias in the instance collection procedure,
selective labelling, or biased rejection of some instances. This in general causes both
the covariate and label distributions to be dependent on the context, causing ‘other types
of dataset shift’ as shown in Figure 1e.

One possible way to think about sample selection bias is that there are some hidden
XH and YH with joint distribution (XH,YH) invariant across contexts. The hidden values
can with some probability be observed as X = XH, Y = YH, or they can go missing, in
which case X = missing, Y = missing. Let the random variable M denote whether the
values go missing (M = 1) or not (M = 0). In general the value of M could depend on the
context C, and on the values of XH and YH. Therefore, this situation can be represented
by a graphical model shown in Figure 3:MNARS.

It is important to note that the observed variables C,M,X ,Y of this model reveal
more information about the generation process of the data than in reality. This is because
we also get to know the number of instances that have gone missing (in each context).
We see three approaches to this discrepancy. First, the graphical model could be viewed
as an illustration, rather than an actual representation of the generative model. Second,
one could simply keep in mind that the variables C,M,X ,Y are observed only when



M = 1. Third, one could artificially add a fixed number of instances with values C = trn,
M = 0, X = missing, Y = missing for training purposes, in cases where the training
algorithm crucially depends on the structure of the graphical model.

There are several important subtypes of sample selection bias [7, 8]:

– Shift in missing completely at random: M depends only on C but not on XH and
YH (Figure 3:MCARS);

– Shift in missing at random: M depends on C and XH but not on YH (Figure
3:MARS);

– Shift in missing at random-class: M depends on C and YH but not on XH (Fig-
ure 3:MARCS);

– Shift in missing not at random: M depends on C, XH and YH (Figure 3:MNARS).

All these cases classify according to Moreno-Torres et al. as ‘other types of dataset
shift’. This can be read out from the rejection patterns in Figure 3, as there are directed
paths from C to X and to Y through M.

5 Patterns of dataset shift

In this section we list patterns which represent atomic types of dataset shifts and which
can be combined into more complex types of dataset shift. Figure 3 shows the patterns
in three categories: covariate patterns, prior probability patterns, and rejection patterns.
The categories match with the three scenarios studied in [2]. Each pattern by itself is a
type of dataset shift, but more complex types can be obtained by combining the patterns.
For instance, covariate shift and prior probability observation shift can be combined into
the type CS+PPOS.

5.1 Patterns in Storkey’s groups

Next we list which patterns can result from Storkey’s groups of reasons for dataset shift:

– covariate and prior probability shift — patterns with the same names;
– sample selection bias — patterns of rejection;
– imbalanced data — missing at random class shift (MARCS);
– domain shift — covariate observation shift (COS);
– source component shift — distorted covariate shift (DCS) and distorted prior prob-

ability shift (DPPS).

The correspondance between Storkey’s groups and our patterns is not ideal because
Storkey has grouped the reasons of shift, whereas the patterns apply to the effects of
reasons on distributions.

5.2 Assumptions under which the list is exhaustive

We hypothesise that the given set of patterns is exhaustive in the following sense. Any
graphical model which satisfies the following assumptions can be represented as a com-
bination of dataset shift patterns:
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Fig. 4. The full graph of dataset shift which contains the 12 patterns of shift as subgraphs.



– The graphical model must be a subgraph of the graph in Figure 4, i.e. no extra
arrows are allowed;

– Presence of dataset shift, i.e. a directed path must exist from C to at least one of X
and Y ;

– Invariance of the connection between XH and YH from C, i.e. either C 9 XH←YH

or C 9 YH← XH;
– Dependence between X and Y in any context, i.e. in the subgraph containing X ,XH,

YH, Y a variable must exist from which there is a directed path both to X and Y
(that variable could also be X or Y );

– M has an incoming arrow from C and a subset of XH,YH, and outgoing arrows to
X and Y .

The proof for this exhaustiveness remains as future work.

6 Conclusion

In this paper we have introduced a graphical notation to represent types of dataset shift.
We have proposed 12 patterns of shift in three categories: covariate patterns, prior prob-
ability patterns and rejection patterns. Covariate shift, prior probability shift and the 4
rejection patterns are the same as in earlier work [8, 11]. The remaining 6 patterns –
covariate observation shift, covariate hidden shift, distorted covariate shift, prior prob-
ability observation shift, prior probability hidden shift and distorted prior probability
shift are novel.

There are clearly several directions to follow on this work. First, there is an exten-
sive literature on dataset shift and it could be worthwhile to review the existing meth-
ods in terms of which patterns they apply to and how alternative existing terminology
maps onto our terms. Second, the field would definitely benefit from collecting practi-
cal examples of dataset shift. Finally, more methods could be developed based on the
graphical model view of dataset shift.
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